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ge-Stone opera ballet '!Viii be presented tonight
.

.

amer, pianist

ISU to sponsor
WPA dance

concert here
N'S FIRST concert of
19'9-60 entertainment course

"WOMEN PAY All" is the theme
will be a recital by Wil
of an all school record dance
tzkamer, young Ameri
sponsored by the Independent Stu
Monday, October 31,
dent Union which will be held
'
mron the Health Education , from 8 to 11 p. m. Friday night
11tage. Students will be
in' the Old Aud.
on their recrettion tickAdmissiOn, which is 20 cents per
person, will be paid, according to
amer, a native New
an ISU spokesman, by the girls
who gave up boxing for
in such cases as attend the dance
, is maki ng his first
in couples.
ntinental
concert
tour.

State club holds
, initia I meeting
JANE HESLER, junior from Mattoon, was elected president of
the Eastern State club at the ini
tial meeting of the group this
year. She succeeds Art Glad of·
Kankakee, who
was
graduated
last spring.
Ray DeMoulin, senior from De
catur, became the new vice- presi
dent; and Alice Hanks, junior
from Crossville, was re-elected
as secretary-treasurer.

Fowler announces
decoration awards
DR. EWELL Fowler, industrial
arts department, ·and head of the
Homecoming
house
deco1'ation
committee, has announced inform
ation relative to· decorating.
Both organized and unorganized
houses are eligible to compete,
and will be judged separately. A
cash award of $7.60 will go to the
winner in each group, with prizes
of $5 and $2.50 for second and
third places, respectively.

'ed under the late Siloti,
11upil of Tschaikowsky and
le is said to more closely

the old German school of
and brilliance, rather
of lightness or stylized

Scholarships go to
Van Dyke and Sperandio
WANDA VAN Dyke of Greenup
and Nadine Sperandio of Glen
Carbon have been selected to
share

the

scholarship

of.

$200

awarded this year to students at
the Illinois Congress . of Parents
and Teachers.

y members go
hicago confo
Fagan,
and Mr.

This company is annually con
tracted as the official ballet of the
Chicago opera company for the
Chicago season and tour engagements.
,
Ruth Page has toured the world
for several seasons• as a solo re
cital dancer. On her visit to Char
leston she will co-star with the
premier danseur of her Chicago
company, Bentley Stone, classical
and character dancer. . Twenty
dancers will perform.
The program will feature
the full ballet, "Beauty and
the Beast,'' with music by

Ballet

A committee composed of Dean
Hobart F. Heller, Dean of Women
Elizabeth K. Lawson, and Dean
of Men Rudolph .Anfinson sent
word last week to each of the two
young women that they will re
ceive $100 each to help pay their
college expenses.
·

Miss Van Dyke, who attended
Eastern last year, will be a sopho
more, majoring in art and minor
ing in home economics. She has
been a high honor student during
all three quarters she has attend
ed school. The valdictorian of her
high school class, Miss Van Dyke
holds a teachers college scholar
ship. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James C. Van Dyke of
Greenup.
.Miss Van Dyke has had a
number of poems published in
Sonnet Sequences, a poetry
magazine, as well as in the
News. She has won high
honors in national poetry con
tests.
Miss Sp erandio, who was grad
uated ' from Edwardsville high
schoo1 last year, will major in
kindergar�n-primary phases of
elementary school education. In
'high school Miss Sperandio was
president of
the Edwardsville
school chapter of Future Teachers
of America, a member of the stu
dent council, and participated in
school operattes and plays.

.

·

an

PAGE-STONE opera ballet will perform today at 8 p. m. on
the Health Education building stage for Eastern faculty
and students, guests from 150 neighboring high schools and
the public. Hostesses are girls of the Women's physical educa
tion department. Admission is free.

Eastern Illinois State college by

th:;�w York Times in its Vets administration modifies
"'IJe proved an intelligent
.
lii th a decidedly impresique . . . He knows how
G I B I 11 ru I es an d regulations
audience."
.

Public invited to attend
admission free· performance

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION has modified its regula
tions pertaining to a v<"Jf�onal and r.eCl'e�ional GI Bill
courses, according to a, bulletin recently received from the VA.
Regulations affecting students at Eastern are contained
in VA's new Instruction 1-B which describes procedures to
be followed by a veteran who desires additional Gi Bill educa

tional or training benefits, or who
desires a change of course or
subjec;ts of manipulative skills as
change of institution. The pro
are in the same general field."
cedures become effective Novem
If a veteran wants to take· a
ber 1.
course in a different general field,
From that date on, a veteran
the new instruction requires that
otherwise eligible, and whose con
he undergo advisement and guid
duct and progress wer� satisfact
ance to determine his aptitude for,
ning program was given
ory-will be permitted to effect
and the need of, such ·course to
panel discussion concern
a change of course or secure addi
'tration - its uses and
tional education or training, so •complete his educational or job
·11 which
the Assistant
long as his new course "is com- ' objective.
Counsel of the C.I.O. dis
Instruction
1-B
requires
monly recognized as being in the
with an industrial legal
that, after November 1, a vet
same general field as 'h!_s .original
tative of Chicago and the
eran desiring GI Bill educa
educational or job objective or a
on umpire
of Chrysler
tion training must show in
normally related prog.ressive ob
tion certain general prin
his application for a certifi
jective."
f arbitration and their ef
cate of eligibility the course
The course, VA explained,
s.
he elects to pursue, and the in
must be in the same general
stitution where he wishes to
field "throughout either its
the afternoon session
pursue the course.
rn de(egates attended a ..
length or its breadth."
Veterans who already nave had
e personal representa
Length "is a progressive con
GI Bill training and who desire
sed and analyzed pres
tinuati9 n /along a straight line,"
additional courses also will be re
strial benefit and pension
the Inltruction adds, citing the
quired to list the name of the
and trends and problems
illustration of a veteran who
school and course in their appli
wishes to pursue a science course.
llUTent industrial situation.
cation for supplemental certifi
He may progre�vely follow his
IPnference was held under
cates of eligibility.
course to his B.S. degree, then his
auspices of the Univer
his
to
on
Upon issuing Instruction 1-B,
then
and
degree
S.
M.
Industrial
the
C hicago and
Mr. Gray said, "I fully intend to
D. Sc., insofar as his entitlement
,Association of Chicago.
see that veterans receive every
permits.
and. industrial managers
benefit under the GI Bill to which
Breadth, according to Instruc
ting nearly all the major
they are entitled under existing
tion 1-B, "is the specific course
the Chicago
law."
undertaken and such other related
'
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. performed by perfection

Zeigel returns to
Kirksville as speaker
DR. WILLIAM H. Zeigel, director
of guidance and admissions at
Eastern, was the principal speak
er at a Founders Day-Homecom
ing luncheon at Northeast Mis
souri

State

Teachers

college,

Kirksville, last Saturday.
Dr. Zeigel was a membe;r of the
class of 1925 at· Kirksville. It is
this class which is being particu
larly honored at the celebration,
which marks the 3rd anniversary
of the founding of the school.
Kirksville will
dedicate
two
new dormitories as part of the
two day celebration. The lieuten
ant governor of Missouri will
speak at the celebration ceremonies.
Missouri's
Rolla
Mines will be the
football opponent.

•

Rare bridge hand dealt
once in eight years
"ONCE :i;;VERY eight years in the
U. S." That's how rare the rare
bridge jiand dealt at McHenry,
Illinois, last week is, according to
Dr. Lawrence Ringenberg, matl;ie
matics department head at East
ern. Four women at an afternoon
bridge party were each dealt five
honors.

Dr. Ringenberg, at 34, is East
ern's second youngest department
.head. He was named after a three
year search to find a worthy suc
cessor to Dr. Edson H. Taylor,
head of Eastern Mathematics ·de
partment from the opening of the
school in 1899. to 1944.

.

from comedy to tragedy

Tschaikowsky, which· was per
formed in a shorter version in
the Broadway musical, "Music
in My Heart."
"Harlequindade, or Love Is Not
So Simple," a ballet-play in the
style of the commdia dell' arte, to
gether with a group of dance solos
by both Miss Page and Mr. Stone
will be presented.
Incidental numbers will include
the "Dance of the Hours" from
the opera "La Gioconda,'' as pre
sented at the Chicago opera.
The entire performance is de�
signed to· present not only full
length ballets, but to offer such
varied incidental numbets as will
illustrate all the various forms of
the dance, from comedy to trage
dy, .and from the traditional clas
sic dance to the modern forms of
ballet.

of
Sch.ool
homecoming

Basing his figures on the laws
of chance, Ringenberg showed a
class studYing combinations and
permutations
that such hands
would turn up only once in eleven
and one-half billion times. "As
suming there are 10,000,000 bridge
players in this country, each of
whom plays 16 hands of bridge
every 10 days, we can expect to
see a similiar news story on . an
average of once every 8 years.

•

Jim Roberts wins
with. Aledo paper
·

JIM ROBERTS, class of '46, and
three times editor of the News,
is editing the Aledo Times Record
which won first for general ex
cellence in the Illinois Press Asso
ciation contest for weekly papers.
A photograph by Roberts was
also adjudged the best news photo
entered in the annual competition.
Roberts has edited the Times
Record since his graduation. The
newspaper is a weekly in three
sections, averaging more than 24
pages.
ACCORDING to the latest report,
Student Directories, published by
Delta Sigma Epsilon, will be on
sale by Homecoming.
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Editorials

·rhe soap

IN COLLEGE WITH "REB"
.

.

News takes stand

on float period�

It is our argument that �
ics, music, speech et al. are
1!'1rft!zed within the Eastern I
division, but,,t present, the
conferences which journaliata
this area may join are the o
Champaign, which is too la
really effective help, and
Haute, which takes us out
own state.

SINCE APPEARANCE of an editorial entitled "Why not
change those float periods?" in a recent issue of the News,
the question of "floats" has become a frequent topic of con.
versation about the campus.
Those who desire a change ask that 8 and 9 a: m. classes
float on Monday and 3 and 4 p.m. classes float on Friday.
They argue that such a change would decrease the num
ber of "cuts" on 'Friday evening, give students more extra
time Monday morning, and in no way impair the efficiency
of class schedules.
Those who wish the float system to remain as it is now
defend their position by declaring that students should have
no incentive to "cut" classes on Friday evening but should
remain on the campus over week-ends. They also .Proclaim
that a two-hour float on Monday morning would tempt many
students to remain away from the campus until Monday in
stead of returning Sunday evening.
To all of the above arguments the News replies that :
...floating of 3 and 4 p.m.classes on Friday would pro
bably reduce "cuts" by only a small number.
.. .w� also like to sleep on Monday morning.
...failure of responsible persons to supply week-end en
tertainment has established Eastern as a "suitcase" college,
Well, we're sfumped. let'� live it in a quiz.
and so it shall remain, regardless of future attempts to remedy
�!!"' l'c�t�// ./�·r
the situation.
...if a student does not wish to return to the campus
before Monday morning, such a decision is his right.
Found
As to whether the float hours should be changed the News
believes that such a policy must be decided by answers to sev
eral "IFS."
IF changing float hours so that 8 and 9 a.m. classes float
ed on Monday and 3 and 4 p.m.classes floated on Friday would
Cannery Row by John Steinbeck
1
result in any increase in class attendance difficulties such as
1
hours
shown-float
conclusively
Reviewed by Au rey Tapp
"cuts"-if same could be
should remain as they now stand.
CANNERY ROW, by John Steinbeck, is the story of the lives
IF, however, the selection of what hours shall floa.t on
of people who live on a certain street in Monterey Cali
Monday and Friday is merely a matter .of personal choice and
/ fornia.The "Row" is only a few blocks long, and back f it is
to
right
has no shown bearing upon class attendance, the
the ocean.
make that choice should be placed before and decided by the
Sardine fisheries within its limits give the "Row" its
will of the entire, we repeat entire, student body.
name. Besides the fisheries, there is the grocery store of Lee

We suggest that an
Illinois conference would p
better journalism througho
area through competent cri
by the college journalism
staff and advisor, and thro
terscholastic m�etings of ad
editors and staffs of our
school newspapers.

If you would telephone or
me at Paris high school, my
and I would be pleased to co
Charleston to talk further
you about such a plan, at your
venience. If the suggested co
ence meets with your app
our staff! will assist in every
possible with its promotion..

·

.

•

Very truly yours,

HAL R. HUBBARD
Editorial advisor,
Paris High School Tiger
·

.

between the book ends

from the rancher's daugh
he rounds up the rustlers
ran
the
were stealing
cattle. He does this by
outstanding riding on a
horse and shooting his
gun a dozen times. He falls
love with the girl but
away, never to be seen a
People like this kind of m
Why?

�

d

Propanganda

•

•

,

•

from. congressional re.cord
of North
(R.)
REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAM Lemke
Dakota, is using the Congressional Record as a means of
disseminating political propaganda. Last August he made a
demagogic, high-flown, flag-waving speech before the House
of Representatives solely for the purpose of having his words
recorded and mailed out under the Congressional Record
letterhead.
One of these letters, addressed to the News, was received
last week. Intended for publication as political propaganda
for the Republican party, it utilizes a type of reasoning which
no person of normal intelligence, at least not a fellow con
gressman, could accept as sincere. The "American Platform
for Republicans" set forth in the letter is clearly slanted to
ward the unthinking and unquestioning citizen.
Representative Lemke uses specious reasoning,lofty
statements, paradoxes and glittering generalities. He says,
quote, "They (rank and file of Republicans) want as their
standard bearer one who believes in America. They feel that
the platform should be written by Americans for Americans.
Their slogan is 'Forward ever-backward never.' "
In condemning the past Republican presidential candi
dates as "me-too" candidates, he said, "The Electors wanted
the elephant to carry the banner of Washington, Jefferson,
and Lincoln-not the banner of international intrigue."
Elaborating, he �aid, " . . . some members of Congress
submit for consideration a platform based upon the principles
and ideals of Theodore Roosevelt, Abraham Lincoln and
T}).omas Jefferson." Somhow he forgot Lydia E. Pinkham.
1
It seems Mr.Lemke could use Congress' time to more constructive advantage than making speeches for distribution
to college newspapers, which will consistently refuse to pub.:.
lish. political tripe of this sort.

·

Attendance low

•

.

•

.at assembly pep meeting
ATTENDANCE AT the pep meeting held last Wednesday
was shamefully low and showed a lack of interest and
school spi.rit on the part of a majority of students.
It is to be heartily avowed that students should not be
compelled to attend assembly; although, any person at East
ern should feel enough loyalty toward the college to attend a
pep meeting that was secured only after much persuasion.
Those who are quickest to criticize cheerleaders and pep
meetings are the first to shy away from such meetings.These
condemning critics can be found expounding ·their caustic
words. between the hours of 10 and 11 a; m. on Wednesday
morning over a cup of coffee instead of attending pep r.essions
at which their presence might increase attendance en� ugh to
make the project a successful one.
Indifference of certain persons whose presence at the
meeting might have added prestige to such a pep session
was clearly noted.
Let us not be too hasty to criticize when we might remedy
the situation by our own interest and attendance.
_

·

·

Chong, the Palace Flophouse and
Grill, occupied by Mack and his
friends who are gentlemen
and
philosophers with a common dislike of a st!!ady job, the busy
house presided over by Dora, and
which ·is
the marine laboratory
. run by Doc, the center attraction
.of the story.
Everyone tries to do something
for the Doc who has ministered to
un
and
sick puppies, children,
happy souls. The greatest thing
they do is give a surprise party
for him with the Doc providing all
of the food and most of the drinks.

The book is written with a great
understanding of universal char
acters. They are so natural and
say such human things that one
feels that they are the people on
the next street or down the block.
They speak in such a human
r9anner at times· that it is
thinks
one
until
shocking
about it and comes to the
·
· realization that he has pro
bably said the same thing in
a moment of stress or con
flict.

I don't believe Steinbeck had I\
particular plot in mind. He just
placed
picked. out some . people,
them in familiar places and situa
tions, and told about them in a
warm and· comic way.

He has made them very inter
esting and has added a background
the
instance,
For
match.
to
grocery store of Lee Chong, with
and
clothing, food, firecrackers,
Old
whiskey,
a four-month-old
Tennessee, or Old Tennis Shoes as
it was sometimes called, for sale
was a place of interest and need
in the community.
a
Flophouse,
The Palace
one.time storeroom for fish
meal, and now a heaven for
is
the elite "Trampdom,"
shown as the characters who
occupy it are unfolded.

A story such as this, not tragic
except where lifes is tragic, and
not comic, is universal in its popu
larity a,nd appeal to human folk.
It is a kind of story which g\ves a
person a rest from his life and
takes him to see how someone in
another part of the country, or
maybe in the same pare, lives and
thinks.
He laughs ·and cries with these
people, and realizes his own tasks
ar.e not so hard as they could be,
and that there is always some so
lution to a problem no matter what
the situation and cause.

box

THE JOURNALISM advisort
the editor of the Paris
school neW'!ipaper have agree4
it would be desirable to o
a journalism conference for
ern Illinois, centered at E
Illinois State college.

..

·

*

I saw two squirrels today
with an acorn, the other
none. The squirrel with the
was very greedy and selfish,
wo.uld not share his lunch.
were like two . nations--<>n4
the atomic secret, the other
out. The one nation with th
cret was greedy and the oth
·determined to learn the sec

U nder t h e green ...

fres.hmen opinion

I HAVE often wondered if the
' boys realize what pains we girls
go to just to try to look nice. May
be if they did, they would be more
us
compliment
considerate and
when we do look exceptionally well
groomed.

*

To argue is to live, to
is to exist.

*

It is interesting to note that
when I go into a class in the morn
ing that everyone is doing the
studying that they should have
done the night before.

a

*
I have often wondered w
don't have more freshman
After you're once throu�
first year it is easier to
acquained with the new kidl
come in. Because of the
Wed
on
I'd advise them
night because 8 and 9 o'clocf
ses float on Thursday. Thil
· the freshmen wouldn't skip
many classes or let up on
ing.
*

*

" 'Tis better to have loved and
lost than never to have loved at
all." I disagree with Tennyson on
this quotation, because if one has
really never loved or been loved,
how can he possibly miss some
thing which he has never encoun
tered? One who at some time has
been •in love and who knows what
it is will naturally miss it unless
the affair was an unhappy love
Maybe Tennyson meant
affair.
that it is beneficial for everyone
to have encountered the affects of
love.
*
western
more
The�e are
movies than any other kind.
The same o.ld story of a hand
some cowboy coming into the
town, and, with a little aid

The boys that live in my
are the most generous and
standing fellows that I hav1
met. We wear each other's
smoke each other's cigare
borrow anything we need.
ever loses anything by it
he borrows right back. We
stand each other and we get.
fine. I wonder what kind
change would occur in the
if everyone treated their ne
like the boys at my house.

·
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Cornelison

A day ...

A futuristic

1n Pem Hall

satire on futuristic novels
by George Pratt

by Lola Willett
SEVEN
O'CLOCK.
The
gong
sounds, and a typical day
at
Pem Hall has begun. Don a robe,
comb out your pin-cul"ls and stum
ble down to breakfast. It is some
times hard to realize that some of
the creatures whom you encounter
at breatfast
can
be
magically
transformed into classroom beau
ties by eight o'clock. At break
fast it isn't necessary to sit at
any required table, so everyone
carefully seats himself at any
table with the exception of .three.
There
isn't
anything
really
wrong with table three. It's just
that Carolyn Henry
sits there.
This week the aroma from the cof
fee stain is just a little strong.
She
accidentally
spilled
coffee
Wednesday night and the linen
isn't changed until Sunday.

elison elec·ted

their money had depreciated be
fore the government took offi
cial notice
of
the
fact,"
the
Forum reasoned.

hman leader
LEY LEE Cornelison,
PE
r from Paxton was elected
n

leader in

an

Since the true value of money
is determined by its purchasing
power, Britain was already well
into its present crises before the
Labor party took over, when the
pound was already failing to buy
$4.02 worth of goods, they. said.

election

Detober 13, according to in
'on

released last week.

d to Women's
League
!lfancy Worner, junior botany
from Law11enceville;
and

"England got into this situation
during the war when
she
was
afraid to live beyond her means.
At this time, other countries, par
ticularly the United States, gained
a large surplus of pounds, while
England had a deficiency of dol
lars," the Forum said.

llnderson, sophomore busi
Wucation major from Char-

Wills, sophomore
math
from Downers Grove was
to Men's Union. ·
I

The Forum concluded that if
·devaluation is to work, England
must lower her standards of liv
ing in order to keep production
costs down. Since England must
buy outside her own country ' to
stock her factories, it will
·be
difficult to keep production costs
down. "Therefore, !the Forum con
cluded,' d e v a 1 u a t i o n will not
work."

··says forum
S doubtful if devaluation of
British pound will work,"
•tement made by the
at its annual picnic,· held
ursday at Fox Ridge. More
86 person s attended.
uation of any money is
to world trade. In the case
land, the exchange value of

Make the News
guide.

your

shopping

Breakfast over, nE!l:K.t stop is the
. reception room where the funny
papers are Waiting. The section
most in demand is
always
the
Globe's horoscope. A day can be
ruined by a displeasihg message
from the horo!!cope or can be en
lightening. Beredena Krick sailed
\lP all the three flights after she
read: a new friendship will flourish
today.
Seven fifty-five is a rather
dangerous time to be ambling
along the
halls.
Doors
fly
open
and
ninety-two
girls
dash off to classes. A herd of
stampeding horses is mild in
comparison.
almost
Things
settle
down
peacefully until the mail' comes
in. The poor office girl who sorts
it feels exactly like
a
football
player who has been tackled by
about five men. That sigh of con
tentment which Marcy Mabry ut
ters means that the U. of I. mail
sagging
got
through.
ThOse
shoulders and lagging steps of
Peg Burton is a sure sign that
Toledo university was not heard
from today.
Lunch is just one mad scramble.
That dark haired girl over in the
corner who is ·eating so fast
is
Betsy Van Lear and she has a
botany test to study for before one
o'clock.
1 The afternoon
is
much
like
the
morning
session
classes.
After one's four
o'clock
class
one practically has to clear a path
(Continued on page 9)

-

EMIL MILNOT entered the castle-like building cautiously.
He knew it was forbidden to be here, but he had always
been fascinated by the weird, turreted structure at the north
end of the campus.
Emil had always seemed different. He was clever, but he
wisely .concealed it. Somehow, he
thought, he was going to find out
the secret of what happened be�
fore 1984.. Perhaps the answer wa.s
locked in
this
weird, medieval
building.

His secret friend, (friends are
also forbidden at Easternia) Bok,
who guards the watchboards, had
disconnected the automatic detect
or at this pre-arranged hour. The
watchboard connects
a
complex
network of unblinking tele-eyes,
concealed at innumerable points
about campus. When a beam is
broken, the image is flashed on a
screen and is recorded on photo
tape.
It was dark inside and Emil
Milnot could see very little. Walk
ing down the long musty hall, he
felt a strange sensation. The floor
was hard and very firm. Its cold
ness drew the body heat from his
bare feet. Emil couldn't under
stand it. All his life he had walked
on the soft, f�exible psychomats.
Psychomats
cover
all
floors
and walking surfacces at Easternia.
They instill
submissiveness
and
produce strong tractable bodies.
Once he wondered off the P-mat
sidewalk. Instantly an alarm was
set off
and
two
Thoughtguide
police had pounced on him.
Glancing over his shoulder to
make sure he wasn't being follow
ed, he began exploring the pass
ageway. All other buildings exist
ing before 1984 had been altered
or rebuilt. All Easternians were
taught from childhood that noth
ing, no culture or civilization, ex
isted before 1984. But Emil Mil
not was skeptical; it was to be his
downfall.
Gathering
up
his
toga
(standard dress at Easternia)
so he could walk more easily,
he caught his toe in the hem
of the garment, tripped and
pitched forward. Struggling
to his feet, he found himseli
in a sort of alcove off the long
hall.
His eyes were now becoming ac
customed to the darkness. Leaning
against the wall for support, it
gave inward. Emil was now in a
small cube-like room.
Pale light filtered dimly through
the dirty window. Trembling with
excitement,
he
eagerly
looked
about him. Seei.ng a folded sheet
of yellowed paper on a dust cover
ed desk, he picked it up cautiously.
His eye fell on a word he didn't
know-Antidote (Emil knew only
a few words, as readin& was ·out
lawed). Then he remembered. The

Thoughtguide Ministry had men
tioned certain writings before 1984
in something called a newspaper.
It had been deemed barbar
ous and heretical. The
last
known copy was found several
years ago. Its owner had in
stantly been condemned to the
stamping mill at the R.U.R.
plant.
A picture caught Emil's eye.
This wasn't right. The people wore
strange clothes
and
had
their
faces distorted,
lips
withdrawn,
exposing the teeth (Emil couldn't
know they were smiling). No one
at Easternia was permitted to al
ter their facial expressions ex
. cept when opening their mouths
to do supervised eating or to an
swer questions.
This was indeed strange. , Some
-0f the persons in the picture had
long hair. Others wore
an
odd
style toga, split down the middle,
covering the legs separately. Mil
not caught his breath as a thought
struck him - maybe all East
ernians weren't exactly the same.
The only difference he had ever
noticed was that half the people
wore blue togas and the other half
wore pink togas and slept in sep
arate
barracks.
He
wondered
about Maari, who somehow was
different from the others.
M.aari's
toga
seemed
to
drape on the body in an un
usual way, not at all like his.
Once when their hands touch
ed accidentally, strange vibra
tions passed
between
them.
Fortunately it was not se
' en
by the Ministry of Nosex.

But Emil Milnot w i 11 n e v e r
solve his riddle. He was arrested
the next day. His wpposed friend,
Bok, who was in reality a Thought
�uide spy, had turned him in. Emil
had been found with a copy of the
book 1984 in his possession. This
book, published in the year 1949,
was considered a very radical doc
ument. · Emil, was
never
seen
again.
The book 1984 is written in a
ridiculous style. It uses an absurd
form matched only by its wholly
improbable and nonse
cal theme.

�

CHARACTER IS more important
than reputation. If you have a
good character, you can always
improve your reputation, but if
your character is no good most
likely your reputation will be no
good. Work for a good character
and reputation will come.

CAN'T BE WITH "SOMEONE"?
Send Your Picture
Made at

RYA N'S
PHONE 598

S TUDIO
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

J>_AN�BURNs
RAGTIME

CHOCOLATES

lo Tricks but a real Treat when you give

We extend an invita
tion

Pangburn's Chocolates
80c to

$2.75

all

Eastern

vantage of the servic

OWL DRUGS

1 Block North of College on
4th Street

WALGREEN AGENCY SUPER STORE

PRAIRIE FARMS

WHERE WISE SHOPPERS SAVE!

MILK

Phone 164

to

students to take ad

East Side Square '

Phone 2311

es rendered by this in
stitution.

Charleston National Bank

·

•
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HAIR-BREADTH HARRY

.
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Go tO the polls Th�rsdoY--Your ballot is your choice for Queen

- -

lo gfve y_ou !! line,cig_11,elle!
Yes, at tobacco auctions Lucky Strike
pays millions of dollars more than
•

official parity ·prices for . fine tobacco!
There's. no finer cigarette �n the world today than
Lucky Strike! To bring you this finer cigarette,
the makers of Lucky Strike go after fine, light,
naturally mild tobacco- and pay millions of dol
lars more than offlcial parity prices to get it!

·

So buy a carton of Luckies today. See for your
self how- much finer and smoother Luckies really
are - how much more real deep-down smoking
enjoYlllent they give. you. Yes, smoke a Lucky! .
It's a finer, milder, more enjoyable cigarette!

•

RAYMOND W. CRUTCHFIELD of Reidsville, N. C••
v eteran t obacco wareh o u s ema n , says: "Year
after year, I've seen the makers of Luckies buy
'fine, ripe leaf that makes one great smoke!"'
••crutch" has smoked Luckies for 20 years.Here's

more evidence that Luckies are a finer cigarette!

�.S/MF.T.-t�. &#Me AINUU
.

.,

RI#�

So round, so firm, so fully packed - so free and easy on the draw

·
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Lopinski

Crum

nthers tramp Sol '-l,ern 26-13;
re
lead with Western
11AC

ERN ILLINOIS was just

low hurdle i'n a high hurdle

turday as the Panthers, led
Crum and J. D. Anders�n,

the

Maroons

their

t loss, 26-13.

the

The

fifth

vict.ory

second for the Panthers

t two losses.

Western and

share the top spot in the
as both teams whipped confoes 'Saturday.

rn scored in the first, sec
and third periods. Southern
in the second and third.

Crum, senior from Mt. Car
ltc ounted for two of the East
hdowns, one on a one-yard
and the other on an 88rtmback of a kick-off early
second half. Tuck Wagner
another late in the third
on consecutive runs of 17
one yards.
•enderson, all-state sopho
from Newman, crossed the
with the second
Eastern
wn when he took a ten
pass from Hank Lopinski on
hern 20 and swivel-hipped
y past five or six Maroon
for the score. Bill Mussel
of Danv�lle kicked two extra

ern racked up their first
wn early in
the
second
on a 10-yard pass from
ett, freshman from Fair
Bob Colborn in the end
Karlyn Crews kicked the
)oint to give 'Southern their
lead of the game, 7-6.

Maroon touchdown came
IO seconds gone in the second
trews kicked off and Russ .
tumbled the ball on the
27. Southern recovered
uck Oyler passed to Charlie
in the end zone for the
featured a great deal of
ys as 50 were tried and 22
lll\mplete for a t.ota1 gain by
tMms of 310 yards. Eastern's
lnderso n was the top ground
from scrimmage with 60
In nine tries.

Glenn Martin of Southern
9foubtedly happy somewhat
the game, nevertheless,
be
of the fact he had 25 fresh
lressed for the game. At
three of the freshmen were
ental factors in Southern's
, John �gan, Karlyn Crews
J!ill Garrett.
'ng: Eastern -' Crum 2,
son 1,
Wagner
Musselman 2.

rn-Heinz 1,
point, Crews.

Lopinski valuable
punter; leads I/AC

HANK LOPINSKI, 5 foot 10 inch,
165 pound senior from George
town, is one of the Panther quar
terbacks who has been· invaluable
to the success in football over the
past two years at Eastern.

Althoug.h he is an outstanding
passer and ball-handler, Hank is
best noted for his long-range
punts. In this year's games (ex
cluding- the Soutpern one) he is
leading the IIAC in punting with
an average of 41.8 yards per try.

Eastern came close
to
losing
their versatile athlete when he
was yet a freshman in Georget.own
high, school. Hank's older brothers
refused for a .time to let him play
football because "he was too darn
little." But when little brother
was· just a sophomore, he played
in his varsity game. In that first
game, with the brothers looking
on, Hank intercepted a pass and
took off for 30 yards deep into
enemy territory.
·

That first game still is fresh
in Hank's memory as one of his
greatest football thrills.

The college game he likes to re
call is the 1948 Homecoming game
against Northern here at Eastern,
which the Pa nthers

1.

Dick Baxter,
Eddie
y, Er nie Driggers, and Paul
nis.

cials:

15-6.

that

.

•

day and

touchdown sprinter
was

credited

his share of the glory.

with

.._

BIGGS
' CLEANER

His high school letters included

two

each in

basketball,

football,

and track. He is working toward
his

second

letter

Eastern.

in

football

at

Physical education and speech
correction
are
Hank's
majors.
Swimming ranks as one of his
favorite hobbies.

Quality Cleaning. and Pressing
Pick Up Service
PHONE 456

704 JACKSON

Hank served in the Army for
18 months before coming to East
ern. His wife is the former Betty
Delanois, also of Georget.own.

End of a perfect "date"

GREEN ' S
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
Charleston, Illinois
.

608 Sixth Street

the Kraft Foods Company

Speetat FLUFFY MACARONI PLUS
Brands Mean Quality
HART-SCHAFFNER & MARX

SUPERB CHEESE FLAVOR OF KRAFT GRATED

CURLEE-ARROW - VAN HUESEN-WILSON
MUNSINGWEAR

1. Extra

Colborn

won,

Hank did a lot of quarterbacking

•

Style Store For Men and Boys

LINDER CLOTHING CO.

Charleston's Largest and Most Complete St.ore for Men and Boys
.

'

'

·

·

ORA KE R
SIC SHOP
ments -

Instru

ment Repair
6th St., "upstairs"
est Comer Square

Somewhere?

Children love the
creamy richness of this milk
Children love the creamy-smooth delicious flavor of
Meadow Gold Homogenized Mille. There's cream in every
sip. Try its better flavor, health-giving goodness today.

:prompt and effi
service wih radio
uipped cabs

Meadow Gold
HOMOGENIZED MILK

Call
ERAN CABS

J!leatrict

Meadow Gold
'
\
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Sports

•

•

Curtis le a d s wa y
i n rout of Norma I

•

Boudreau quarterbacked
against Eastern in 1944

by
Amos

Pa n therism s
COACH REX Darling's squad remains unscored upon
in
two
games so far this year by virtue
of last week's 19-0 victory over
Indiana State. Their first victory
was a 13-0 verdict over Normal.
Darling uses the platoon-sys
tem .in his games, a system that
employs separate offensive and
defensive teams. So far it seems
to have worked quite effectively.
We've noticed a few boys on the
"B" squad who have done out
standing work in the first two
games. We'll try to list just a few.
First
is
Ken
Partenheimer,
freshman from Longview. Ken is
a tough end on either defense or
offense although he only played
six-man football in high school.
Dave Cohrs,
All-stater
from
Mooseheart at halfback, is one of
the most difficult men to tackle
on the squad. Dave has been used
already in varsity action, being
used mostly on punt and kickoff
returns.

E

d S mitley,
guard
from
Dudley, is a rough little man
at the guard spot and plugs
that hole next to the center
quite smoothly.
Chuck Williamson is
another
rugged guard. Chuck is the boy
who broke through to block those
two punts in the Normal game. He
prepped at Champaign.
·

Don Gratteau, sophomore from
Wheaton, is a tall, tough end and
has seen action on the varsity as
well as the reserves. Against In
diana State he caught two passes
for touchdowns. Gratteau is the
lad who holds the Eastern high
hurdle record.

E

d Soergel,
spohomore
from
Niles t?WD ship high, who has seen
varsity' action both this year and
last is an outstanding performer
on offense and defense at quarter
back. Ed threw 10
passes
last
we�k against Indiana State and

ANOTHER
VETERAN
signal
caller for the Panther football
team is Howie Boudreau, senior
from Kankakee.
"Lou," as he is called, started
his football career as a guard but
switched to quarterback a year
later when he found that he was
getting no bigger quickly.
In high school he lettered all
four years in basketball and track,
but received only ·three letters in
football.
Quite ironically, Howie enrolled
first at Northern where he quar-·
terbacked the Huskies to a 25-6
victory over Eastern in 1944. That
same season he was picked All
had
conference
after
DeKalb
knocked down the conference pen
nant for that year.
Two weeks after the close of the
fo<Jlball season he left for a two
year stay in the Army. His ser
vice carried him to the Phillipines
and Japan.
Howie says his favorite pastime
is hunting rabbits and pheasants.
He is married and is majoring in
physical education.

completed six-all to Gratteau.
Two mainstays in the line
up,
Tom
Hartley,
Eastern
State high fullback and Pete
Edinger, a tackle, are ineligi
ble for varsity play because of
transferring
schools.
Both .
would probably have seen var
sity action ' this year.
·

GLENN CURTIS, freshman from
Paris, led the
Eastern
cross
country team to a 19-40 trouncing
of Normal here Wednesday, Cur
tis, who led all the way after the
first half mile, was timed at 16
minutes · and four seconds for the
three-mile course.
Jacques Osborn,
Normal
cap
tain, finished second and that was
the finish of Noz:mal.
After that it was all Eastern.
Every man on the
Blue
and
Gray team had finished before an
other Normal' man romped across
the finish line. Jim Johnson, ver
satile colored athlete from Brazil,
Indiana, came in third, followed by
Jack
Sims,
Don
Glover,
Bob
Scott, and Herb Wills in that or
der. Bob Swift, freshman and. only
Normal non-letterman on the Red
Bird team, was the next man to
finish.

Da rl i n g ' s tea m p qss th e i r wa)
to 1 9-0 win ove r Syca m o res
EASTERN'S "B"
team
passed
their way to a 19-0 victory over
the Indiana State "B" squad Wed
nesday while the Panther cross
country team was trouncing Nor
mal.
Ed
Soergel,
sophomore from
Niles township high school, threw
two touchdown
passes
to
Don
Gratteau,
Wheaton
sophomore ;
and Dave Cohrs, freshman from
'
Moo�eheart
who
was
AU-state
there last year, tossed the third
scoring pass to Dennis Gregory,
freshman
from
Eastern
State
high.
'
First-period penalties cost the
Indiana team considerable yard
age and Eastern took over early
in the quarter. They marched to
the Indiana 30-yard line,
from
where Soergel tossed the first of

This victory was Eastern's sec
ond in two tries and the defeat
for Normal, last year's champions
of the conference, was the second
in two outings. They had previous
ly lost to Western Michigan State,
24-33.
Coach Clifton W. White and
his runners will meet Wash
ington University of St. Louis
here
afternoon.
Saturday
Washington has three letter
men from a team that beat
Eastern last year.
How they finished:

Gratteau

-

"Tuck" Wagner, Eastern var
sity fullback, claims that Dwayne
Roe's prowess as a floor sweeper
is nil. "He just re-distributes it,"
explains Tuck. (Roe is a fresh
man tackle from Danville. )

. . . makes shoestring

Three new foes o n
Pa nther c a g e ca rd

candidates who are current!
ing out.

EASTERN'S

Milwaukee teachers, Dec. 9·

Basketball

released last week
William A. Healey

OLIVE DICK

PLUMBING
·

Plumbing

AN.D

:

HEATING

Heating and

Sheet Metal Work
TELEPHONE 295

CARL H ALL
TRANSFER

three

fREe

SAFETY CHECK-UP AND ENTRY BLANK

..

Opening

Coach

will

include

Duluth

-State

Concordia,

and

the

grueling

schedule

at - the Eastern gym on December
9. Wheaton may be the Panthers
first 1949-50 opponent on Decem
ber 3.
Practice sessions have been run
ning smoothly and Coach Healey
will have a tough time gleaning
the best of a crop of nearly fifty

CAPPA-LEE
FOOD MART

Wheaton college, Dec. 3-hi
( tentative )
Millikin, Dec. 12-here

Kansas City tourney, Dec. 1
17
Duluth St. teachers, Dec. 20

Terre Haute tourney, Dec. l
and 31
Southern, Jan. 7--:-here
Ball State, Jan. 14-there
Western, Jan.

18--here

Normal, Jan. 21-here
Millikin, Jan. 26-there
Northern, Jan. 29-there
Concordia, Jan. 30-here
Indiana State, Feb. 1-there
Southern, Feb. 4-there
Concordia, Feb. lO�there
Indiana State, Feb 8--here
Shurtleff, Feb. 15-here
Western, Feb. 18-there
Normal, Feb. 22-there
Northern,' Feb 25-here

708 Lincoln
Phone 2 1 90

FRO M M E L
HARDWARE

AUTHORIZE D DEALER

Housewares

McART HUR

Leather Goods
PHONE 492

PHONE 666

Gifts

HOMECOMI NG
"MUM S"

Paint

Sold by

,

Electrical Appliances

SALES

college,

by

will be Milwaukee State teacher's

Sporting Goods

MOTOR

foes,

schedule

Shurtleff college.

Permits For All States
Semi-Trailer and Straight
Vans·

See Us For . .

CHARLESTON

new

Teachers

Moving - Packing '
Orating
PHONE 465

DRIVE IN TODAY FOR YOUR

Eastern had 10 first do"
six for · the losers. An esp�
outstanding factor in the
triumph was the long punti1
Tom Hartley freshman from
ern State high. �

Bill Snapp

·

Win One of1JJ 'hluable ffizeS

Soergel passed to Grat1
for another score early in
second
period, _but the
tempted conversion was m
ed.
Eastern's third tally wa1
counted for in the third q
when Paul
Foreman,
fl' 1
passe
from Eastern Sta�,
Cohrs in the flat. Cohrs toe
ball and fired another pa
Gregory standing in the enc
for the game's final score.

Curtis, Eastern ; Osborn, Nor
mal;
Johnson,
Eastern;
Sims,
Eastern; GloV'er, _ Eastern ; Scott,
Eastern; Wills, Eastern ; Swift,
Normal ; Garnett, Normal; Hen
derson, Normal ; Wendlman, Nor
mal ; and Winkler, Normal.

Eastern's cross country team,
being led by Glenn Curtis, remains
undefeated and observers claim
that the E"astern-Normal meet last
week was just a preview of the
conference meet this season. Nor
mal won the IIAC last year and
Eastern finished second.

/\-..

his touchdown passes. J. D. }
son, Oollinsville sophomore,
ed the extra point.

/

Dishes
Glass

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Pem Hall Girls

HELM'S
Phone 39
Will Rogers Theatre

DWI
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thers entertain I ndiana State at Boy Scout Day here SatUrday
lette rm e n
d H o osie rs

those

at

stake

Saturday

the fact that their oppon
. na
State, is not a con
team and can do little
e Blue and Gray's aspira
alipping away with the
e.

and probably foremost of
'tions of the Panthers will
' tain the · spirit that has
rumental
in
carrying
the top of the IIAC after
y 11eason losses.

the

,

Panthers

hope

to

ir football machine in the
and slap down the

�pecially since the In�
w went wild in the final
at Terre Haute last year
a 21-20 triumph after
ilmost had the victory
up in the score book.
mostly responsible for
episode were Bob Chest
Woolsey, fullback and
pectively. This year

en

ii
iles

· · · · · · · . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

trouble-makers

aren't

Fem inine feats

all but i2 of Indiana's points last

RN'S PANTHERS have a
deal

two

around. Combining, the two scored

:

.
.

ke Gomeone
:
wh e re b�f!.p_�/ ·�
-

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

will be :
.

THERE'S JUST all kinds of news.
Hockey club is going to parti
cipate in a sports day on Novem
ber
12--either
at
Normal
or
Southern. Both schools have events
scheduled for that day. Maybe
there will be a cancellation so that
all the schools can get together.

year as the Sycamores won four
and lost four.
Indiana State will try for their
second victory of the year in six
games. The lads from the banks
of the Wabash have lost to Illi
nois Normal, Valparaiso Univer
sity, Butler, and last week were
even insulted more as Oklahoma
City university piled up 55 points
in the final three quarters to whip
the visiting Hoosiers, 55-0.

The modern dance symposium
will be December 10, instead of
November 19 as it was announced
earlier. Marion Railsback is now
chairman of the invitations com
mittee, replacing
Ruth
Hilder
brand.

The only team Indiana State has
been able to beat was Southern
Illinois the night of October 8 at
Terre Haute.
Coach George Ashworth, in his
first year as head coach of his
alma mater, has 21 returning· let
termen from last year. Five of
these letter winners are ends. Both
of last year's regular tackles are
veteran
still around and fo� r
guards are on hand. Two more let
termen are taking care of most
of the guard duties.
Bill
Harrison,
a
reconverted
fullback, and Summer Proctor, a
reconverted guard, do most .of the
signal calling at the quarterback
spot. Elsewhere in the backfield,
five additional letter winne_rs are
present.
Eastern has not won a game
from Indiana State since the fall
of 1938. The two teams did not
play in 1943, '4, or '46. Of the last
22 games, Eastern has won 1,0 and
two ended in ties. Eastern was
beate:r;i by one point in both 1947
and 1948.
Saturday will also be Scout Day
at Lincoln Field with Alpha Phi
Omega "serving as
their
hosts.
Some
160
troops
will
parade
aro,und the playing field at half
time.

.
.
.
.

Lovely Corsages

.
.
.
.

For a Perfect

.
.
.

Evening

LAWYER'S
Flower Shop
Phone 1907

1 1th & Lincoln

Just step across o u r threshold

And sel ect you rself a seat,

•

An action shot of the game that saw Eastern's Panthers score a 7-6
upset win over a_ highly-favored squad of No�al Redbirds.
bird line to block a punt on the one-yard line.
..._ .

Aces

Pre ps s p o tl i g h t

were

a

darkhorse

favorite

for the North Egypt crown.

HIGH SCHOOL football fans in
the Eastern Illinois area wit
nessed the most thrilling point in
the current campaign last week
end .
Several upsets slipped into the
prep grid picture, · and
a few
strong bids were made for con
ference titles.'
Champaign's Maroon's gave the
cry "watch out for Danville" a
severe jolt. Danville was held
scoreless
while
Fred
Major's
eleven was scoring 19 points .
Still in the Big 12, Mattoon's
vaunted Green Waye was also
shutout, Kankakee handing
out
the decision, 25 to 0. Regardless of
the losses, however, fans will be
watching with intense interest as
Danville and Mattoon tangle Fri
day night.
Further south,
in the North
Egypt Conference, Salem grabbed
a strangle-hold on first place, with
Lawrenceville's Indians still on the
- ·
warpath.
Mt. Carmel was Salem's viC'trm,
12 to 7. Until that meeting the

)

The Blue

and Gray touchdown came when John Horsley banged through the Red

The

Wildcats from Salem �re unbeat
en, and hold the inside 1 track to
_
the champiohship.
Lawrenceville
subdued
Flora,
the pre-season favorite which was
almost eliminated before Friday's
19-7 loss at the hands of the In
dians.
Although it's of no importance
to the outcome of the conference
standings,
O lney
finally broke
into
the
win
column,
licking
Bridgeport in grand fashion, 39
to 0.

Robinson and Newton continued
to roll in the Eastern Illinois Lea
gue. Robinson stop ed Casey 25
. to 7, and Newton downed Oblong
20 to 6.

p

Johnny Lewis, former athletic
star at Eastern, is drawing his
share of attention
at
Gray..,·ile
l
high school.
Lewis is coach of the Grayville
football team, now in its second
year of operation.
Grayville has been meeting all
competition in . stride and winning
dght along in the same fashio�.

For if you like g_ood food a n d d ri n k
You ' re in f o r quite a treat.

IDEAL BAKERY

C HATTER- B OX

FOR

"COBB" STURGEON, Proprietor

Decorated Cakes and Pastries

PHONE 671

...

For All Occasions
I

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

RO F E S S I O N A L C A R D S

PHONE 1 500

If all
the
members
and
girls out for fall sports have
not
gotten
their
copy
of
Women's Shorts, they can get
them at the towelroom. There
are still a few left.

It seems that there is a lot of
testing lately. It must be close to
the end of the six weeks. Speed
ball had four skill tests-dribble
and drive for accuracy,
dribble
around posts, two leg kick-up and
a lift-up for accuracy. In the lat
ter Irma Conrad and Anita Hoops
scored a 7 out of a possible ten.
In the zig zag test Anita Hoops
was high with
23 seconds, Pat
Watchoi:n 23.8 and Ann Ashley
24.8.
Hockey also had tests. Dorothy
LaMaster, Norma Grubber and
Ann Ashley were high in the drib
ble around posts. Their scores were
26.1, 26.7, and 27.8
seconds
re
spe�tively. Lois Tuetken was tops
in the dribble and drive for goal
with a tim e of 5.2 seconds, but
close behind her at 5.5 were Shir
ley Stiff, Barbara Severns, Neta
Estes, Anna Lee Gollins, and Ann
Ashley.
In a combination
dribble,
dodge,
ci rc ul ar
tackle
and
drive test Dorothy LaM.aster,
Ann Ashley and Harriett Car
riker had the following times
-8.6, 8.8, and 8. 7 second s•

The new slide projector Of the
PE department
has
now
been
formerly introduced. On one of the
rainy days last week an archery
film was shown to the archery
c asses.

j

The 4 :00 badminton class
is
having a
doµbles, round
robin
tournament.
Each court has a
tournament. The schedule is post
ed on the bulletin board. Follow�
ing these tournaments will be
a
single elimination tourney to de
termine the winner.
This evening at 5 : 10 two teams
will advance to the finals of the
badminton
double
tournament.
Stiff and Carriker meet Collins ·
and S. Ashley in
one
bracket;
Cross and Hendricks meet A. Ash
ley and LaMaster in the other.
In the 4 :40 group Morgan
and Nance play Yakey and
°
Lape for a finals ticket. Frew
and Hilderbrand play the win
ner of
Snyd er and Michlig
�ersus McCallen and Bruce.
SQme of these games should .
be exciting, close games.

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OPTOMETRIST

N D. SWICKARD, M.D.
W. HOLLOWELL, M.D.
icians and Surgeons

Eyes Examined - ,Glasses Fitted
Visual Training
N. S. of Square

Phone 340

DR. W. B. TYM

DENTIST

d

Charleston National Bank Bl g.
Phones : Off. 476; Res. 762

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
Phone

77

721 Jackson St.
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Wednesday, October :

Dr. B a rto n i n sta l ls we a th e r
e q u i p m e n t n e a r Scie n ce b l d g .
•

k.

Betty"' Frew edits Women
Shorts; WAA newspaper

'
THE FIRST issue
of
Women's
Shorts, the
WAA . newspaper,
came out on October 17. All mem
bers of WAA and those out for fall
activities are subscribers.

·

The thermograph will give
a continuous record of tem
perature for a given period .
and the hygrograph will give
a continuous record of relative
humidity.

Editor of the
newspaper
is
Betty Frew. Reporters are Betty
Elliott,
Louise·
Willett,
Jean
Brown,
Jean
Edwards,
Jackie
Pittman, Neta Estes, Jackie Hen
dricks, and Norma Gruber.
Marriett Carriker, Mona Cross,
Pat Vowels, Delores Walker, Doro
thy Thompson, and Janet Rails
back . are contributors ..

Immediately to the west of the
thermometer shelter is an official
United Statees weather
bureau
rain gauge. This gauge is simi
lar to the gauges used all over the
country by the weather bureau to
measure rainfall. ·
According to Dr. Barton, read
ings will be taken twice a day at
7 : 30 a. m. and at 4 p. m. Results of
these readings will be posted on a
bulletin board in the Science build
ing.
Included in the daily report
will be the temperature, pres
sure, winds, sky conditions,
relative humidity, maximum
and mm1mum
temperatures,
and the average temperatur.e
for
the
past
twenty-four
hours.
Information from the various
weather equipment will be used
primarily for instruction in Dr.
' Bar�n's climatology and meteorology classes but will also be avail
able to anyone who is interested.

Cartoonist is Jean Brown and
typists are ·Audra
Diel, Bernita
Shann, and Dorothy La.Master.

are invited to attend a Halloween
dance at 8 p. m. next Saturday in
Old Aud.
Refreshments will be served and
door prizes given. According to an
announcement by the president of
the vetter-halves, the dress will
be "come as you are" or in other
words blue jeans, print dresses and
· so on will be in order.
The vetter-halves, an organiza
. tion composed of student's wives,
meets every month for business
meetings. This marks the initial
social party of the year to which
they · are inviting their husbands.
Dancing will include both round
and square dancing.
Make the zvews
guide.

your

shopping

Un ique. radio pr�g ram featur
French class oral recita tion s ·
•

"I WAS amazed at the improvement ntY Frencjl students made
in pronunciation in one week ! " ex
claimed Dr.
Elizabeth
Michael,
teacher of French.

tactful handling of the

BEVERLY ENGLISH, elementary
education major of Danville, to
John Hunt, industrial art major
of· Danville.

anemometer
velocity.

measures

wind

In som e places
this
delicate
weather equipment is protected by
guard rails or fences but Dr. Bar
ton believes this unnecessary on a
college campus. Mature people, he
believes, will realize the import
ance of such equipment.

After ,

-

The
Show

Dr. Barton hopes to get a
wind vane and an anemometer
in the near future in order to
get a more complete picture
of weather conditions The

·Meet
At
BOLEY'S

WHEELER'S
Flower Shop

The

For Finer Co rsa g es

Best

Phone 2000

In
Confections

Turn worn out shoes into
serviceable shoes

Sandwiches

Invisible Half Soles
Look and wear like new
shoes-Fine quality leath
ers applied by an expert.

French
Fries

Brook's Shoe
Repair Shop
607 Seventh St.

611 SEVENTH ST.

Charleston,

APARTMENTITES
Buy your b rea
man.

Illinois

Charleston

I

I I

� and pastries from you r bread

De livered right to your door

Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
KEITH'S. BAKERY
706 JACKSON

CALL 414

Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a
test of hundreds of men and women
smoked Camels - and onlr Camels - for 30

coast-to-coast
who

consecutive days, noted throat specialists, makiq

weekly

examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE C A S E O F THROAT IRRITATIOI

ETNIRE TAXI
PHONE

249

*

24

HOURS OF

DEPENDABLE SERY!CE

c

Many pepple who hav
French like to hear the
review. "It's like going
The improv'ement was a result
. school for half an hour,"
of a unique new radio program
listener. "Miss Michael
now heard each Monday afternoon
name of the textbook u
at 2 o'clock on the "Let's Go to
I'm following the class e1
College" program.
A · beginning
day."
French class spends 24 minutes on
The student reaction to
the air, reviewing a \veek's study
the air is most interestiIJ
of grammer and in oral reciations .
Said one, "I never studiec
Listeners are amazed, too, ac
on Sunday afternoon in n
cording to lJi; least one neport. "Al
live in dread that some
though I C"an't understand a word
friends or my parents w
of French," said one program fan,
in and identify me when l
"I enjoy this program most of all.
nounce some elementary
The students have e v i d e n t a l y
word."
made tremendous progress in only
Miss Michael does not
a month of class work. Best of all,
students by name during
I like to listen to Miss Michael's
exquisite voice and charmingly
( Continued on page

Beverly English
engagement a nnounced

Other equipment used by Dr.
Barton in the study of weather in
cludes a barograph, which gives a
continuous record of atmospheric
pressure.

Monroe at 14th

VETTER-HALVES announce that
all married students and wives

DR. BYRON
Barton, head ot
the geography department, re
cently installed
a
thermometer
shelter and a rain gauge, south of
the Science building, as part of the
weather equipment to be used in
the study of weather.
Weather
gadgets
inside
the
shelter include a maximum and
minimum thermometer, a thermo
graph, and · a hygrograph.
The
maximum and
minimum
thero
meters will show the highest and
the lowest temperature during· a
give.n period of time.

Vette r-ha Ives hold
Ha llowe e n da nce

D U E TO SMO K I N G CAMILl l
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Hesler

H a l l owe e n witc h c ra ft d a te s
ued from page

·

b ack t o c l a ss i c a l G re e ks

3)

n t door of the hall. These
females are waiting for
practice to be over. Al
nt are Nancy
DefiNancy Hampton. They
common interest besides
name football players !

HALLOWE'EN, WHICH is almost upon us, has its or1gms

far back in ancient festivals and is a conglomeration of
several different national customs. It dates back to the classi
cal Greeks.
The old Germans not only believed in witches but held
a festival in their honor. This was
Walpurgis night, when they met
for sacrifice and a talk with satan
himself. Falling on May 1, every
one stayed close to their hearths
that night.

is an answer to the play
t bowling stomach. Joyce ·
a
·Pat Mapor have the
ment every night. "Do
our desert " They look
ilt line to the pie and us
the pie. Glenda Stom
·py )
and Virginia
.(Brandy ), usually
e ditty like the Phi Sig
to help our food digest.
y now adjourn to their
and preparte to study.

id

Saman, Lord of Death, was
honored by the
Celts
at
their
Samhain ( Summer's End) festival,
the first of November. This also
marked the beginning of the new
year, hence Samhain was a funeral
service for the dead year. •

The Roman� feted Pomona, god
dess of garden fruit, in October
and Vertumnus, her husband atlcl
protector of garden products, on
November 1. Hence the harvest
products which
appear in our
HaJlowe'en celebrations.

begin to ring for some
rtunate ones. A line
of
gals hang over the rail
Duncan goes off for a
always interesting to see
bin is dating. You never
; she's always making

·

Pomona always wore apples on
her· head, and carried a corn
ucopia of fruits. Vertumnus,
her
husband sported a head wre�th of
grain.

, fortunately,
doesn't
ve to be out of books,
y you can run on to
sting things. Music is
from Suzie Palmer's room.
home work tonight is
a new Mexican dance.
llnteresting.
·

The ancient Greeks had a long
harvest festical, Thesmophoria, a
splendid celebration lasting from
October 9-13. This was an annual
affairj closely
corresponding
to
. the later fall celebrations.

y, Mary Lape and Jane

ke a mad dash for the
and slip in by the skin
teeth. On their way down
ey encounter a rather
About ten girls under
ion of the P.E. majors in
are taking exercises to re
·r hips. This goes on for
hour. Then the showers
line forms to the right.
showers quit a large
"ourns on this particular
since no one serenades
y .1ing. In a few minutes
out in the darkness is
numbers.

Although the Romans over
threw the Celts, many of the
latter traditions were retain
ed. · The old Celtic Samhli.in
festival colored
the
Roman
festivals. As they moved clos
er together,
they
borrowed
ideas from each other.
But it was Christianity which
finally fuse9, all the old harvest
and witches' festivals, and chang
ed what was left into a Christian
feast.
Our heritage is Hallowe'en mix
ture of Samhain, WalPurgis night,
the fetes of Vertumnus and l'o
mona, the Thesmaphoria and who
knows how many
other ancient
rites. ·
Early Church leaders wanted to
stamp out the Greman Walpurgis
night, with its superstitious be
lief in witches and their covenant
with Satan.
The .
Church
established

llchts go out, the halls are
and for the first time all
Hall enjoys peace.

n

ove r ra d io

She says, "Mademoiselle,
.
come forward," when she
10meone to "recite."

May 1 as a Fe-'st of Saints
holiday. This cleverly fell on
the same date as Walpurgis
night. Later
the date · was
changed to November 1, re
placing the harvest jubilees, a
carry over Brom the old Ro- ·
man festivals.
Feast of Saints, the Church fes
tival, honored departed saints. It
wa� variously called All Hallows,
Hallowe'en and All Soul's Day.
Services were held in cemeteries.
From the funeral atmosphere
where
the
congregations
met,
grew · up
the
associations
with
grave yards. Superstition was still
strong.
Black cats crept in during the
middle ages. Black cats were sup
posed to be favorite forms for
Satan to take when he frequently
walked about on earth. Hence it
was easy to see black cats as
witches companions,
who
them
selv�s were in cahoots with the
devil.
Pumpkins were carried as
charms against evil
spirits.
These spirits were freed from

Theatre

. . . heaves Haak at pep session

them
and
on
Hallowe'en
stalked the countryside look
ing for victims. It was also
bad luck to have one's shadow
cast by the Hallowe'en moon.
From the Irish we

1 1 1 1 LI N CO L N 1111
THURS.-FRt.-SAT.

walk

innumerable

Theatre

Theatre

Theatre

THURS.-FRI.
Ad11J. : 1 6c & 35c
FEATURE

in

"GRAND CANYON"
-;- P L U S -

*
SAT. ONLY
Adm. : 16c & 35c

JOHNN I E 'S
HOME · MARKET

s

FRESH FRUITS AND

Barber Shop

*

VEGETABLES

Rogers Theater Bd.

SUN.-MON.
Adm. : 16c & 50c

�ppreciated"
Southwest Corner

Square

EASTERN'S SCHOOL PENNANT IN FINE

SUN. Thro WED.

Continuous Sun. from 2 : 00

QUALITY BLUE SUEDE

PICTURE !

on

Lincoln S uedetone
COLLEGIATE
25 single sheets

Price

STATIONE RY
-

20 envelopes

$ 1 .00

IG BROS. Book and Stationery Store
.

West Side Square

TIME FOR HOMECOMING

I

I

I

New Styles lo ·
Men's and Wo men's Dress Shoes.

PHIPP'S SHOE
STORE

Plus Congo Bill No. 1 0

*

"No sale too small to be

.
LO U I S CALHERN
FRANCIS ·L SULLIVAN

witit

earth
still

Theatre

WI LL ROG ERS

Shows at 2 :00-7 :00-9 : 00

shopping

we

windows.

R I CHARD ARLEN

710 Lincoln St. Phone 234

the

lantern,

EVERYONE VOTE for the Homecoming queen. Your vote may be
the vote your choice for queen
needs for election. VOTE
TO
MORROW.

DOUBLE

PICK-UP & DELIVERY

ly to entertain people,"
Michael. "We have so
s time that we have to
ry minute."

to

lighted

the

that he was unwelcome in heaven.
By teasing Satan, he was even
obnoxious in the nether regions.

LINCOLN CLEANERS

't dare spend our radio

from

legend, Jack was Such a tightwad

Theatre

a

" see him every Hallowe'en, peering

Jack-o-lantern. Accdrding to Irish

Theatre

Theatre

have

Condemned
with

Continp us Sun. from 2 :00
?
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Socials

Tho m pson, McDermott
announce ma rriage
.

•

•

•

Weddings
M I S S JUNE
Donald

and

were married

Strader,

Hindsboro,
Sullivan,

England,

Wednesday,

Octo

ber 12, in the Christian church at
Sullivan by the Rev. Talley.
Sullivan,

Miss Wilma England,

sister of the groom, and Dale Mil- ·
ler, also of Sullivan, attended the
couple.
Mrs. England, and English ma
jor, is a member of Delta Zeta so
cial sorority. . A junior in college,
she is a member of the Eastern
State 'News staff. A junior, Mr.
England is a member of Sigma
Pi social fraternity. He is also an
English major.
at
residing
are
couple
The
Trailerville.

Engage ments
MISS CAROLYN Waterson, Char
leston, became engaged to Jack
Curtis, also of Charleston, Octo
ber 18.
A freshman, Carolyn is a busi
ness education
major.
Jack,
a
member of Sigma Tau Gamma so
cial fraternity, is also a business·
·
education major.
As yet, no definite plans for the
wedding have been made.
MISS MARY Lou . Casteel, Mar
shall, became engaged recently
to Frank Floski, Moweakua.
Miss Casteel, a
gra,duate
of
Eastern's class of
'49, is now
teaching at · New
Athens.
Mr.
Floski, a senior; is a zoology ma
jor.

A l p h a Ph i O mega
pled ges fo urte e n
MEMBERS O F Alpha Phi Omega,
national service fraternity, ac
cepted 14 pledges to the fraternity
last Wednesday evening.
Work
on
the Camp-o-Rette ,
group singing, and plans for fu
ture service projects · constituted
the meeting.
Accepted pledges were Robert
M. Crosley, Charleston; William
E. Curry, Hoopeston; Howard E.
Sheffield, Hoopeston; George E.
Dunlap, Hoopeston;
Wayne
L.
Ritter, Manteno;
Robert R.
Zeigel,
Charleston;
Charles C. Harper, Stewardson;
John
N.
Survance,
Su�mer;
George
K.
Mellott,
Rockville,
Maryland; Ja�es H. Reed, Chicago ;
.
.
Robert L. Lowe,
Tower
Hill;
James D. Welker, Olney; John 0.
Edmunds, Cerro Gordo; and Herb
Gibson, Danville.

. Kats i m palis pledges
to Phi Sig f rat
TOM KATSIMPALIS, sophomore
physical education major from
Gary, Indiana, was not included
in the list of pledges to Phi Sigma
Epsilon fraternity in last week's
iS'sue of the 'News.

M I S S JEANE Thompson, Newman, and George L. McDermott,
also of Newman, were
married
Thursday, October 13, at 7 :30 p.
m.
in the
Newman Methodist
church by the Rev. William Jones.
Miss Audrey Baxter and Wil
liam M. McDermott, brother of the
groom, served as attendants.
Following the wedding at
church, a reception was held in
bride's home. The couple left
a wedding trip into. southern
diana.

The bride attended DePauw uni
versity and graduated from the
Vogue School of Interior Decorat
ing in Chicago. The groom is a
senior at Eastern where he is ma
joring in geography. He is a mem
ber of Alpha Omega and Gam
ma Theta Upsilon.
The couple are residing at 761
Eighth street.

six neophytes
SIGMA PI ·fraternity pledged six
men October 17.
Pledges are :
Richard
Eugene
Fiscus, Lawrenceville sophomore ;
Don Lee Bone,
Bethany
sopho
more ; Arthur Wallace Sibley, De
troit senior ; Keith Leon Phillips,
Olney
sophomore;
Jerry Brian
Robinson,
Lawrenceville
sopho
more; and Larry Lynn Leathers,
Lawrenceville sophomore.

·

Northwest Corner of
Campus
for

Line . of Groceries

Full

Fresh Meats
Fruits a n d Vegeta bles

DRUGS & SUNDRIES
Ice Crea m and
Cold D rinks
APPLE C I D E R

Half Gallons and Gallons

7 A. M. Week Days 7 P. M.

8 A. M.

Sundays

7 P. M.

�E LG I NS

"' Wear a watch that's sure to
he correctly styled. See the
the fashion
new Elgins
watches of the year 1
,

•

•

.

Ha nfts Jewelry
Phone 256

FRESHMAN

GIRLS attended

"Hat party"

HAIR-CRAFT
BEAUTY SH OP

the·

sponsored by

Mary Chapman
Bertie Lanman

a

Women's League last Wednesday

PHONE 408

613 MON

night.
Each girl was required to make
an unusual h�t representing

theme

which

she· chose.

any

Mildred

Carper received first place for the
best hat. Nineteen
girls
other
were given theatre
tickets
for
having outstanding "chapeaux."
�ollowing the hat judging, skits
were presented by the freshman
girls. Refreshments were served
to more than 200 girls.
The judges for the contest were
Dr. Hiram F. Thut, Dr. Raymond .
A. Pl!th, and Mr. Rex V. Darling.
Make the News
guide.

your

shopping

e It takes MONEY

to

pay

Hos_pital and Sursical bills
money you'll have IF you

S i g m a Pi pled ges

SENSINTAFFAR
MARKET
at

the
the
for
In

Frosh g i rls a tte n d
Le a g ue 'ha t' pa rty

West Side Square

Your Ass�ranc� of Quality
and Satisfaction

I

At the Record Bar
You Will Find Your ·
Favorite Recordings
Popular and Classical

a

"H O O S I E R" HOSPIT

INSURANCE POLICY.
en

lies.

individuall or entire f
Anyone. 3 Months

to

Years of age. No examinati
Benefiu paid D I R B C T T
Y 0 U.

Other

new

Phone me TODAY.

featu

Ng ob '

gation, of course.

ELMER SCOTT
611 6th Street

Charleston, Ill.

Phone 548

520 Six�

